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Abstract: Over past few decades, the rapid popularity of computer networks and their related applications have 

increases the information security issues in rocket speed which pose challenges to develop an efficient network 

intrusion detection system that can detect a high rate of attacks with the acceptable reliability. In current 

scenario no one detached security system is capable to detect all types of attack with accuracy, day by day naive 

attackers launch powerful attacks which can bring down an entire network. However, in the last few decades a 

lot of approaches have been intensively proposed to defend the system, but complete network security still is a 

critical issue due to the wideness of the network system, the field lacks an integrated approach with high 

detection rate for minority attacks namely R2L and U2R. In this paper we have proposed a new advanced 

network security approach which can efficiently detect a wide variety of attacks with higher accuracy. 
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I. Introduction 

In recent few decades, the use of open network system has gain high interest of users to communicate the 

message without any barrier of distance. The advancement and increasing interest of communication technology 

have also augmented the safety fears significantly. Day by day new attackers comes with novel way to exposed 

more vulnerabilities of network. There are a large variety of methods in which the security of a system can be 

compromised. Typically a security system monitors suspicious activity in network and alerts against them but 

from last few decades, attacks have become more complex and difficult to detect using traditional detection 

approaches, demanding more effective solutions [1]. Thus, in vision of current advancement the networks and 

applications are far away from a state where they can be considered as secure. However, several of approaches 

have been introduced by researchers for improving the quality of security [2-5] but they have own problem in 

their performance, which can be enhanced by increasing the detection rates and reducing the false positives [6]. 

The false positive is an error which comes when a normal type action detected as an attack types. In general false 

alarms are known as false positive. Broadly detection system can be categories in two categories: (i) Host-based 

(ii) Network-based detection system [7]. Host-based attacks target a machine and try to gain access to privileged 

services or resources on that machine. Host-based detection usually uses routines that obtain system call data 

from an audit process, which tracks all system calls made on behalf of each user. Network-based attacks make it 

difficult for legitimate users to access various network services by deliberately occupying or sabotaging network 

resources and services. This can be done by sending large amounts of network traffic, exploiting well-known 

faults in networking services, and overloading network hosts. 

II. Attack Classes 

Attacks are broadly classified into four classes which are 

A. Denial of Service (Dos) Attacks: In a denial-of-service (DoS) attack, an attacker attempts to prevent 

legitimate users from accessing information or services. The most common DoS attacks will target the computer's 

network bandwidth or connectivity. Bandwidth attacks flood the network with such a high volume of traffic that 

all available network resources are consumed and legitimate user requests cannot get through. Connectivity 

attacks flood a computer with such a high volume of connection requests, that all available operating system 

resources are consumed and the computer can no longer process legitimate user requests [8]. 

B. Probe Attacks: Typically before the attack launching the attacker search victim’s network or host for open 

ports. The attacker use extensive process across the hosts on a different network and within a single host for 

services to probe the target network or single machine for open ports. This process is referred to as Probe Attacks. 

C. Remote to Local (R2L) Attacks:-In this type of attacks the attackers does not have an account on the victim 

machine, hence tries to gain access from a remote machine and exploits access in order to send packets over the 

network. These attacks involve in both network and the host level feature. 
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D. User to Root (U2R) Attacks:- User to root or user to super user exploits are a class of attacks where an 

attacker starts out with access to a normal user account on the system and then exploits vulnerability to gain root 

access. These attacks involve the semantic details which are very difficult to capture at an early stage at the 

network level. The most common exploits in this class of attacks are regular buffer overflows, which are caused 

by regular programming mistakes and incorrect environment assumptions. 

III. Related Work 

To improve the detection rate of attacks a novel attack detection model has been proposed [9]. The proposed 

model performs well for all the classes of attack. In this framework authors use four tiers architecture to enhance 

the adaptability of the cyber attack detection. The data collection and preprocessing of the proposed model is 

included in first tier of proposed model. The Second tier is meant for the feature extraction technique, third tier is 

dedicated to classification of cyber attacks and fourth tier is dedicated to user interface for reporting the events. 

The Second tier is meant for the feature extraction technique, third tier is dedicated to classification of cyber 

attacks and fourth tier is dedicated to user interface for reporting the events. Several of researchers proposed 

layered approaches [1,10,11] for improving the quality of detection system. In [1, 10] authors addressed the dual 

problem of accuracy and efficiency for building robust and efficient detection systems. They used CRFs for 

improving the attack detection rate and decreasing the FAR. Having a low FAR is very important for any 

intrusion detection system. Further, feature selection and implement the layered approach significantly to reduce 

the time required to train and test the model. The proposed system achieved high gain in attack detection 

accuracy, particularly, for the U2R attacks (34.8 percent improvement) and the R2L attacks (34.5 percent 

improvement). A combinational model is designed in [11] for attack detection mechanism. The meta-modeling 

applied in this for gaining better classification performance than any individual classifier. To test the results used 

NSL-KDD datasets; and also applied PCA for feature reduction that results in a significant improvement on 

learning algorithms. A novel framework [12, 13] proposed to satisfy the core purpose of attack detection system, 

and allows detecting the attacks as quickly as possible with available data using mobile agents. This framework 

was mainly designed to provide security for the network using mobile agent mechanisms to add mobility features 

to monitor the user processes from different computational systems. The experimental results have shown that the 

system can detect anomalous user activity effectively.  

Adaboost algorithm for network attack detection system with combination of multiple weak classifiers is 

proposed in [14]. The classifiers such as Bayes Net, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree have been used as weak 

classifiers. A benchmark dataset is used in these experiments to demonstrate that boosting algorithm can greatly 

improve the classification accuracy of weak classification algorithms. The approach achieves higher detection 

rate with low false alarm rates and is scalable for large datasets, resulting in an effective detection system. In 

same context a new detection approach, especially for network attack detection, based on improved genetic 

algorithm (GA) and multi-ANN classifiers has proposed in [15]. The improved GA used energy entropy to select 

individuals, optimize the training procedure of the BPNN, RBF, PNN and Fuzzy-NN. Then, the satisfactory ANN 

models with proper structure parameters were attained. In addition, to alleviate the complexity of the input vector, 

the principal component analysis (PCA) has been employed to eliminate redundant features of the original 

disturbance data. The efficiency of the proposed method was evaluated with the practical data, and the experiment 

results show that the proposed approach offers a good detection rate, and performs better than the standard GA-

ANN method.  Designs of multi stage filter propose in [16], which dealing with various categories of attacks in 

networks. The first stage of the filter is designed using Enhanced Adaboost with Decision tree algorithm to detect 

the frequent attacks occurs in the network and the second stage of the filter is designed using enhanced Adaboost 

with Naïve Byes algorithm to detect the moderate attacks occurs in the network. The final stage of the filter is 

used to detect the infrequent attack which is designed using the enhanced Adaboost algorithm with Naïve Bayes 

as a base learner. Performance of this design is tested with the KDDCup99 dataset and is shown to have high 

detection rate with low false alarm rates. 

IV. Proposed Approach 

Typically all the accessing attack detection system depends on its dataset with its accuracy. If detection system 

trained with accurate and rich content then proposed approach will produce high performance in attack detection 

process. Hence collecting accurate and efficient data is an important problem for training and testing of a system. 

In order to maintain the high accuracy and detection rate while at the same time to lower down the false alarm 

rate, we have apply feature reduction technique on the original NSL KDDCUP dataset with 1,25,973 data 

connections. Feature reduction [17] techniques are commonly used as preprocessing to machine learning and 

statistical tasks of prediction, including pattern recognition and regression. Although such problems have been 

tackled by researchers for many years, there has been recently a renewed interest in feature extraction [18]. The 

feature space having reduced features that truly contributes to classification that cuts pre-processing costs and 
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minimizes the effects of the ‘peaking phenomenon’ in classification [19]. Thereby improving the overall 

performance of classifier based cyber attack detection. Typically, some of the conventional methods widely used 

for feature reduction such as Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) using best first search method, Gain 

Ratio (GR) using ranker method, Information Gain (IG) using ranker method. These automatic feature selection 

methods are not effective in each and every case, especially in case to design a efficient attack detection system to 

detect the novel/unseen attacks. As stated earlier that manually effort has done to reduce the feature set for 

proposed system. Table 1 depicts the number of features selected by each feature reduction method. The reduced 

datasets are further classified by using common classification algorithm called Naïve Bayes using WEKA on 

discretized values to measure the classification performance. 

Table 1: Number of Features Selected By Each Feature Reduction Method 

 

 

Fig. 1: Adopted Methodology for Attack Detection 

V. Experimental Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm, we performed classification using KDD99 intrusion 

detection benchmark dataset with 1,25,973 data connections. This dataset overcome the problem of KDD99cup 

dataset and contains four types of attacks such as DoS(Denial of Service), R2L (Remote to Local), U2R (User to 

Root), Probe and normal data. The DoS and Probe attacks belong to majority class whereas U2R and R2L 

belongs to minority class also called as rare class of attacks. In first experiment NBC executed with reduced 

(selected) feature set as present in table 1 and compare it results with the outcomes of other well known automatic 

feature selection techniques. Fig. 2 shows the result of experiment. 

 
Fig. 2: Accuracy of Selected Feature Set with NBC 

The fig. 3 presents the comparative results to shows the effectiveness of proposed approach over the other 

accessible approaches [20-22]. 

Feature Selection Technique 
# Attribute 

Selected 
Selected Attributes 

CFS+ BestFirst 10 3,4,5,6,12,26,29,30,37,38 

GR + Ranker 15 1,8,9,11,13,14,17,18,23,27,28,32,34,36,41 

InfoGain + Ranker 7 2,11,14,15,18,19,41 

Selected Feature set for proposed work 14 1,3,5,6,10,13,16,17,27,30,32,33,36,37 
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Fig. 3: Comparative result of proposed approach on base of attack detection accuracy 

 

Fig. 4: False Positive Rate 

The results as depicted in fig. 2 to fig. 4 indicates that proposed approach has produce low false alarm in 

comparison of other attack detection algorithms. The low false rate has presents the effectiveness and the 

efficiency of the proposed algorithm.  

VI. Conclusion & Future Work 

The experimental results of proposed approach as depicted in previous section clearly suggest that proposed 

approach can be used to build effective and efficient network security system against various types of attacks. The 

proposed approach also improves the ratio of correctly classification with low false positive rates. However, 

proposed approach has produced better results in comparison of other accessible approaches but use domain 

knowledge, which require further investigation. Another possible direction for future research is method for 

feature selection. The selection process can be further investigated and deployed using some other techniques to 

speed up the proposed system, which can be customized by introducing another interesting research in region of 

network security. 
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